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Abstract
Clustering point data is a well-studied problem in computer science. Given a set G of n points in
Euclidean space, the Euclidean k-center problem is to compute a set C of k centers (not necessarily
in G) such that the maximum distance between a point in G and its nearest neighbouring center in
C is minimized. The Euclidean k-median problem is to compute a set C of k centers such that the
sum of distances between the points in G and their nearest neighbouring center in C is minimized.
In this thesis, we consider these clustering problems for curves under the Fréchet, discrete Fréchet
and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance. We show that the k-center problem for curves under
the Fréchet and discrete Fréchet distance is NP-hard and even NP-hard to approximate within a
factor of 2 − ε, even for k = 1. We then extend our methods to show that computing the k-median
under the DTW and squared DTW distance is NP-hard. Finally, we consider algorithms for
the related (k, `)-center and (k, `)-median problems, where we additionally require that all center
curves in C have complexity at most `. First, we provide (1 + ε)-approximation algorithms for
the (1, 2)-center problem for continuous Fréchet distance and the (k, `)-center problem for discrete
Fréchet that run in polynomial time for fixed k and `. Then, we give exact algorithms for the
(k, `)-center problem for the discrete Fréchet distance in 2D and the (1, `)-median problem in 1D
that run in polynomial time for fixed k and `.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Many data collected today have a spatial component and are recorded sequentially. The geometry
of such data is naturally interpreted as a curve. An important example of this is trajectory data.
Trajectory data can be collected with GPS trackers, which can be used to track the routes of
taxicabs or the migration patterns of animals such as fish or birds [28].
Clustering is an important tool in the analysis of large datasets. The goal of clustering is
to gain insight in the broader patterns available in a dataset by partitioning the dataset into
multiple groups that contain curves with high similarity. In this thesis, we consider centroid-based
clustering, where each cluster is represented by a single center curve. This center is not necessarily
a curve in our dataset. The quality of the centroid-based clustering depends on the similarity that
each member of a cluster has to the center. If we want to construct an algorithm that produces
a clustering of high quality or even analyse such an algorithm, we must first have an objective
notion of the ‘quality’ of a cluster.
A critical part of measuring this quality is the choice of similarity or distance measure for a
pair of curves. Most research on clustering represents the data as points in some space. This
can be done for curves as well, but there are more specialised similarity measures, which we will
consider in this thesis: the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW for short) distance, the (continuous)
Fréchet distance and the discrete Fréchet distance.
After we have chosen a distance measure d between curves, we have to decide when the center
curve c for a set of curves G is optimal. One method is to choose a center curve that minimizes
maxg∈G d(c, g). This is known as the minimum enclosing ball problem w.r.t. the distance d and
can be seen as an analogue
to the mean of a set of points. Another method is to choose a center
P
curve that minimizes g∈G d(c, g). This is called a Steiner point and can be seen as the analogue
of the (geometric) median of a set of points.
In this thesis, we focus on the algorithmic problem of finding an optimal center curve for a
given set of curves. This can also be seen as the task of clustering a dataset into a single cluster.

Figure 1.1: An example of a set of curves divided into 3 clusters, with a center curve in bold.
Curve clustering: hardness and algorithms
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While this problem is interesting on its own, it is directly relevant to the general centroid-based
clustering problem in two ways. First, since finding an optimal center for one cluster is a special
case of the centroid-based clustering task, showing that this task is NP-hard implies that the
clustering task is NP-hard. Secondly, an algorithm for finding an optimal center can be used to
construct k clusters by iteratively assigning the curves in the dataset to the nearest of the k centers
and updating the centers, similar to the heuristic k-means algorithm.

1.1

Problem definition

To describe the computational problems we consider in this thesis, we first define the distance
measures on curves we consider in this thesis, then define criteria for the quality of a center for a
set of curves and finally describe the specific problems themselves.

Distance measures on curves
A polygonal curve γ is a curve represented by a sequence of vertices hp1 , . . . , pm i, where each
contiguous pair of vertices (pi , pi+1 ) is connected with the straight-line segment pi pi+1 . Often, we
will simply refer to a polygonal curve as a curve. We call the number vertices in a curve the length
or complexity of a curve, denoted by |γ|.
In this thesis, we consider three methods to measure similarity between a pair of curves γ
and γ 0 : the (continuous) Fréchet distance, the discrete Fréchet distance and the Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) distance. Intuitively, the Fréchet distance can be seen as follows: suppose a
person walks her dog on a leash, with the person walking on curve γ and her dog on curve γ 0 ,
both in positive direction without turning back, but possibly at varying speeds. Then the Fréchet
distance is the minimum length that leash has to be for both the person and the dog to reach the
end of their curve. Formally, the (continuous) Fréchet distance is defined using a reparametrisation
f : [0, 1] → [0, 1], a continuous injective function with f (0) = 0 and f (1) = 1. Let F be the family
of all such reparametrisations, then the continuous Fréchet distance is given by
dF (γ, γ 0 ) = inf

max kγ(f (α)) − γ 0 (g(α))k,

f,g∈F α∈[0,1]

where k · k denotes the Euclidean norm. The Fréchet distance of a pair of polygonal curves of
lengths m and n can be computed in O(mn log(mn)) using the algorithm by Alt and Godau [5].
The discrete Fréchet distance is a variant of the Fréchet distance that is more sensitive to the
vertices of the curves, but is simpler to compute. To describe this distance, we first define an alignment T between the curves γ and γ 0 as a sequence of pairs of indices h(i1 , j1 ), (i2 , j2 ) . . . , (it , jt )i
with i1 = j1 = 1, it = |γ|, and jt = |γ 0 |. For each alignment T in the family of alignments T , we
require that for all indices 1 < s ≤ t either
(i) is = is−1 + 1 and js = js−1 or;
(ii) is = is−1 and js = js−1 + 1 or;
(iii) is = is−1 + 1 and js = js−1 + 1.
We say that a vertex pi from γ is matched to a vertex p0j from γ 0 in an alignment T between
those curves if the pair (i, j) occurs in this alignment. Note that in every alignment, each vertex is
matched to at least one other vertex, similar to the continuity requirement for the reparametrisation used in the continuous Fréchet distance. Additionally, note that an alignment is monotone:
if s ≤ s0 , then is ≤ is0 and js ≤ js0 . This is similar to the injectivity requirement for the
reparametrisation.
Using the family T of all alignments between γ and γ 0 , the discrete Fréchet distance between
those curves is defined as
ddF (γ, γ 0 ) = min max kpi − p0j k.
T ∈T (i,j)∈T

2
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The discrete Fréchet distance of a pair of polygonal curves of length m and n can be computed
in O(mn) time with a dynamic programming algorithm based on the following recurrent formula:
ddF (k, l) = max {kpk − p0l k, min{ddF (k − 1, l), ddF (k, l − 1), ddF (k − 1, l − 1)}} ,
where ddF (k, l) denotes the discrete Fréchet distance of the curves formed by the first k vertices
of γ and the first l of γ 0 . The base case is ddF (1, 1) = kp1 − p01 k.
The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance is also defined using alignments, similar to the
discrete Fréchet distance. Instead of taking the maximum distance of all pairs in an alignment,
the DTW distance sums over all of them:
X
DTW(γ, γ 0 ) = min
kpi − p0j k.
T ∈T

(i,j)∈T

The DTW distance between a pair of curves of length m and n can be computed in O(mn)
time in the same manner as the discrete Fréchet distance: with a dynamic programming algorithm
based on the following recursion:
DTW(k, l) = kpk − p0l k + min{ddF (k − 1, l), ddF (k, l − 1), ddF (k − 1, l − 1)},
where DTW(k, l) denotes the DTW distance of the curves formed by the first k vertices of γ
and the first l vertices of γ 0 . The base case is DTW(1, 1) = kp1 − p01 k.

Measuring quality of centres
Let d be a distance measure for pairs of curves and G a set of curves. We will discuss two main
methods: taking a center of the minimum enclosing ball and taking an average curve.
A center of a minimum enclosing ball (MEB) is a center curve c that minimizes the value
maxg∈G d(c, g). This center curve is used in the k-center clustering problem: find k curves
c1 , . . . , ck that minimize maxg∈G minki=1 d(ci , g). So, in this terminology, finding the center of
a MEB can be seen as the 1-center clustering problem. See Figure 1.2 for a comparison of a center
of a MEB on a point set with one for curves.
P
The average curve is the center curve c that minimizes the value g∈G d(g, c) (although this
P
1
is the total sum of distances to c and not the average, c also minimizes |G|
g∈G d(g, c), as we
scale the total withNote that in case the median lies in between two data points, note that both
of these points attain the optimum a factor independent of c). This
P center is used in the kmedian clustering problem: find k curves c1 , . . . , ck that minimize g∈G minki=1 d(ci , g). So, in
this terminology, finding the average curve can be seen as the 1-median problem. For point sets
under the Euclidean distance, a solution to the 1-median problem is known as a geometric median,
which coincides with the median of an ordered set of points in 1D. See Figure 1.3 for a comparison
of a geometric median of a point set with an average curve.
For the two problems above, the center c does not need to be an input curve from G. This
means that an optimal center could have a much larger complexity than that of any curve in
the dataset, which can be undesirable when we want c to be representative for (a subset of) G.
Therefore, we consider an extension to the two problems above where we additionally require that
each center has a complexity of at most `: we call the k-center problem restricted to center curves
of complexity at most ` the (k, `)-center problem and the k-median problem restricted to center
curves of complexity at most ` the (k, `)-median problem.
Another method to measure the quality of a cluster is to generalise d from a pairwise measure
to a k-wise measure that assigns a value to k curves for any k ≥ 2. For example, the discrete
Fréchet distance can be generalised by generalising the alignment to a sequence of k-dimensional
vectors of indices and taking the maximum of the k pairwise distances as the cost of a single point
in the alignment. While this notion of quality does not explicitly use a center, the alignment can
be seen as implicitly defining a center and it turns out that the problem of computing the k-wise
(discrete) Fréchet distance and finding the center of a MEB under these distances are closely
related.
Curve clustering: hardness and algorithms
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Figure 1.2: A center of a minimum enclosing ball on a point set under Euclidean distance (left)
and on a set of curves under Fréchet distance (right). The red lines indicate the maximum distance
that determines the cost of the center curve.

Figure 1.3: A geometric median of a point set under the Euclidean distance (left) and an average
curve under the DTW distance (right). The red lines indicate the distances to the center curve,
whose sum determines the cost of the center curve.

4
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1.2

Related work

Data clustering is a widely-researched task with various methods and applications [32]. A common
usage is exploratory data analysis. Many clustering algorithms interpret the data as point sets in
Euclidean space. We can do this for curves as well: we can interpret a 1D curve of complexity
k as a vector in a k-dimensional Euclidean space by associating each vertex on the curve with a
corresponding entry on the vector.
While this is in fact a common method for e.g. time series [22] (which can be interpreted as
1D curves), this has some downsides. One problem is that we cannot simply compare curves of
different complexity. Another is that this distance measures only the distances between the vertices
visited at the same time-stamp. This means that the distance of the curves is highly sensitive to
their sampling time. This sensitivity has also been shown experimentally [29]. A solution is to
allow the distance measure to compare points at different timestamps, while preserving the order.
This is done in the three distance measures we consider.
The (continuous) Fréchet distance is useful when comparing curves with different sampling
rates, such as in matching GPS tracks from vehicles to a map of the roads they drive on [7].
The discrete Fréchet distance, introduced in [19], is mostly used as an easier to compute approximation to the continuous Fréchet distance, such as in [23]. The DTW distance has been
introduced to compare acoustic signals [26]. The DTW distance can be applied in a variety
of contexts, such as comparing RNA expression data in biology, synchronising and monotoring
batch processes in chemical engineering , comparing handwritten signatures and comparing fingerprints [21]. Petitjean and Gançarski [24] study the problem of finding an average 1D curve
under the squared DTW distance and develop a heuristic algorithm that finds average curves of
complexity similar to the input curves.
The simple O(mn) algorithm to compute the discrete Fréchet distance for a pair of curves with
complexity m and n has been improved to subquadratic with the algorithm by Agarwal et al. [1],
log log n
) time when n ≥ m. While the O(n2 log(n)) algorithm for curves of
which runs in O( mn log
n
complexity n by Alt and Godau for computing the continuous Fréchet distance did not have any
improvements on the general computation problem for over 20 years, recently
√ Buchin et al. [11]
improved the running time with a randomized algorithm with expected O(n2 log n(log log n)3/2 )
total running time.
However, Bringmann [9] shows that there can be no strongly subquadratic algorithms for either
the discrete or continuous Fréchet distance in 2D unless the SETH (Strong Exponential Time
Hypothesis) fails, i.e. no algorithm that runs in O(n2−δ ) for any δ > 0. This left the case in 1D
open, but Bringmann and Mulzer [10] show that any strongly subquadratic 1.399-approximation
algorithm for the discrete Fréchet distance in 1D would violate the SETH. This is again improved
by Buchin et al. [13], who show that there exist no strongly subquadratic algorithm that achieves
an approximation ratio of 3 or better unless the SETH fails for both the discrete and continuous
Fréchet distance in 1D (and higher dimensions). Driemel et al. [16] give an (1 + ε)-approximation
algorithm that runs in linear time for the realistic input of c-packed curves.

A

1

B

1

C

1

2
2

3
2

3

Figure 1.4: An example of similar 1D-curves that differ only in their vertices, yet are dissimilar
when interpreted as points in Euclidean space. Curve A cannot even be compared with the other
curves in this interpretation, since it has different complexity. Curves B and C have a large
distance, as the vertices at time 2 cannot be compared to different points on the curves.
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While there is some research on heuristic improvements to compute the DTW distance [27, 4],
there are also some more theoretical results. Bringmann and Künnemann [8] show that there are
no strongly subquadratic algorithms for the DTW distance unless the SETH fails. Agarwal et
al. [2] provide near-linear time algorithms for (1 + ε)-approximation algorithms to compute the
DTW for specific input classes of curves in Rd .
Har-Peled and Raichel [20] generalise the weak Fréchet distance to simplical complexes and
apply that to compute a solution to the 1-center problem for the weak Fréchet distance in O(mn )
time and provide an (1 + ε)-approximation for c-packed curves in time Õ(n log n), where n is
the number of input curves and m their maximum complexity. Ahn et al. [3] provide algorithms
for finding a 1-center curve for the Fréchet distance that consists only of vertices of the input
curves. Performing clustering with the Fréchet distance in 1D was first considered by Driemel
et al. [17]. They provide (1 + ε)-approximation algorithms for the (k, `)-center and (k, `)-median
that run in O(mn log m) for constant k, l and ε, where n is the number of input curves and m the
maximum complexity among those curves. They also show that (k, `)-center and (k, `)-median
problem are NP-hard when ` is part of the input. In a recent paper [12], we show that the (k, `)center problem is NP-hard for the discrete and continuous Fréchet distance, even for k = 1. Some
results of Chapter 2 are included in this paper. We show that the (k, `)-center problem is NPhard to approximate within 2 − ε for the discrete Fréchet distance and 1.5 − ε for the continuous
Fréchet distance in 1D. Additionally, we show that the (k, `)-center problem for the discrete and
continuous Fréchet distance with curves in 2D is NP-hard to approximate within a factor around
2.598 and provide a polynomial time 3-approximation algorithm for those problems.

1.3

Results

The main results of this thesis are to show that some variants of finding optimal centers for
curves are NP-hard or even NP-hard to approximate and providing a few algorithms that solve
variants in polynomial time. First, we show that finding a minimum enclosing ball under the
discrete and continuous Fréchet distance for curves in 1D is NP-hard in Chapter 2. Note that this
implies hardness in general dimension, as we can always embed 1D curves on a line for all higher
dimensions. This result is included in the paper [12]. We then extend this result to show that
finding a minimum enclosing ball under the discrete and continuous Fréchet distance for curves
in 1D is NP-hard to approximate within a factor of 2 − ε for any ε > 0. Note that selecting any
of the input curves gives a 2-approximation, so this result is tight unless P = NP. We use a
connection between the MEB problem and computing the k-wise distance for the discrete Fréchet
distance to show that computing the k-wise discrete Fréchet distance for curves in 1D is NP-hard
to approximate within a factor 2 − ε. Extending the methods used to show hardness for the MEB
problem, we show in Chapter 3 that finding an average curve under the DTW distance and the
squared DTW distance is NP-hard.
While these problems are NP-hard in general, in Chapter 4, we provide some polynomial-time
exact and approximation algorithms for some cases of a variant of this problem, introduced in [17],
where we only consider center curves with at most ` vertices. We first give an (1+ε)-approximation
algorithm for the (1, 2)-center problem for the continuous Fréchet distance in polynomial time for
any fixed dimension. We then provide an (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm for the (k, `)-center
problem for the discrete Fréchet distance that runs in O(mn log m) for fixed dimension, k, ` and
ε. After that, we provide an algorithm to exactly solve the decision version of the (k, `)-center
problem under the discrete Fréchet distance for curves in 2D in polynomial time for fixed k and
`. Finally, we provide an exact algorithm for the (1, `)-median problem under the DTW distance
for curves in 1D in polynomial time for fixed `.
6
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1.4

Techniques

We briefly discuss the main techniques and ideas used to obtain the results in this thesis. All
proofs for NP-hardness in this thesis are a reduction from the decision version of the shortest
common supersequence problem (SCS): Given a set of sequences S = {s1 , . . . , sn } over a binary
alphabet Σ = {A, B} and a positive integer r, the problem is to find a string s∗ of length at most
r that is a supersequence of all strings in S. This problem is NP-hard [25].
The main idea of the reductions is to transform each sequence si into a curve γ(si ) such that a
curve g ∗ with a small enough distance to γ(si ) corresponds to a string s∗ that is a supersequence
of si . To achieve this, we construct γ(si ) from si by replacing each A and B character with a
different subcurve and separate them with ‘buffer’ subcurves. This requires the potential center
curve c to have subcurves corresponding to a A or B character or buffer as well. The subcurves are
chosen such that parts corresponding to A and B in γ(si ) can only be matched with the respective
part in c. The buffers are used to ensure A or B parts in c are used at most once and that the
parts not corresponding to the letters in si can be matched to some parts of γ(si ). To ensure that
a center curve c has length at most r, we add some additional curves to the input.
This idea can be implemented in a straightforward manner in the hardness proof for the discrete
Fréchet distance, as we can directly set an upper bound on the distance between the individual
matched vertex pairs. Showing the hardness the average curve under the DTW distance is more
complicated, since we can only set an upper bound on the sum of the distances of all matched
vertex pairs and have to spend some effort to get an upper bound on the distances between
individual matched pairs from that.
The main idea for the (1 + ε)-approximation algorithms in Chapter 4 is to take some center
curves from a constant factor approximation algorithm and show that an optimal set of center
curves has vertices that lie close to the vertices of the set of approximate center curves. Then, we
can divide the area in which the vertices of the optimal solution lie with a grid with a resolution
proportional to ε. Since all center curves have complexity at most `, we can iterate over all possible
sets of center curves that use vertices of the grid. This yields an (1 + ε)-approximation.
The exact algorithms in Chapter 4 both rely on the fact that there are a bounded number of
locations for the vertices of an optimal sequence. In the algorithm for the discrete Fréchet distance,
we only have to look at one point for each maximal overlapping region in an arrangement of disks.
In the algorithm for the DTW distance, we only have to look at the vertices of our input curves.

Curve clustering: hardness and algorithms
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Chapter 2

Hardness of the MEB problem for
Fréchet distance
2.1

NP-hardness

In this section, we will show that finding the center of a minimum enclosing ball for the discrete
and continuous Fréchet distance is NP-hard. We use a reduction from the NP-hard Shortest
Common Supersequence (SCS) problem [25]: Given a set of n sequences S = {s1 , . . . , sn } over
a binary alphabet Σ = {0, 1} and a positive integer r, does there exists a sequence s∗ of length at
most r such that s∗ is a supersequence of all sequences in S?
For our construction, first define the following points in R:
gA := p−3 ,

gB := p3 ,

ga := p−1 ,

gb := p1 .

The distance between these points is the standard Euclidean distance on R: d(pi , pj ) := |i − j|.
Given a string s ∈ S over the binary alphabet {A, B}, we map each character to a curve over R
as follows
A → (ga gb )t gA (gb ga )t
B → (gb ga )t gB (ga gb )t ,
where t is the length of the supersequence sought for the strings in S. The curve γ(si ) is constructed
by concatenating the curves resulting from the previous mapping. Here, we call gA and gB letter
gadgets and the subcurves in between, (ga gb )t and (gb ga )t , buffer gadgets. Call the resulting set
of curves G, i.e. G = {γ(s) | s ∈ S}.
To get a reduction for the MEB problem, we use a technique similar to the proof in [30,
Theorem 1]. Add the set Ri,j = {Ai , B j } with
Ai = gb (gA gb )i
B j = ga (gB ga )j ,
We will show that the instance (S, t) of SCS is a YES-instance if and only if there exists
(i, j) ∈ It := {(i, j) ∈ N2 | i, j ≥ 0, i + j = t} such that (G ∪ Ri,j , 1) is a YES-instance of the
MEB problem for discrete Fréchet. Since the number of choices for i, j is linear in t, the number
of different instances of MEB is polynomial in the input size of the SCS instance1 . This means
that there is a truth-table reduction from SCS to MEB for discrete Fréchet2 .
1 Although the input size of t is log t, SCS on binary alphabets is non-trivial only when t ≤ 2 max
s∈S |s| so we
can assume that t is at most linear in the input size of the SCS instance
2 Note that this procedure doesn’t provide a many-one reduction, as a many-one reduction is a special (i.e.
limited) case of a truth-table reduction
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Lemma 1. If (S, t) is a YES-instance of SCS, then there exists i, j ∈ It such that (G ∪ Ri,j , 1) is
a YES-instance of MEB under the discrete Fréchet distance.
Proof. If (S, t) is a YES-instance of SCS, then there is a string s∗ of size t that is a supersequence
of all strings in S.3
Construct the curve c∗ of length 2t + 1, with for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 2t + 1},

i is odd

p0
∗
ci := p−2 i is even and s∗i/2 = A .


p2
i is even and s∗i/2 = B
That is, c∗ has a vertex at p−2 for every A in s∗ , a vertex at p2 for every B in s∗ and with p0
in between and p0 as the first and last vertex of c∗ .
Let γ(s) ∈ G. We will create an alignment with c∗ . Since s is a subsequence of s∗ , every letter
gadget in γ(s) can be matched with the corresponding letter in c∗ within distance 1. All other
p2 and p−2 vertices in c∗ can be matched with a vertex ga and gb in a buffer of γ(s) respectively.
All other vertices in the buffer gadgets of γ(s) can be matched with some p0 in c∗ . So, we
have an alignment between γ(s) and c∗ where all matched vertices have distance at most 1, so
dDF (g, c∗ ) ≤ 1 for all g ∈ G.
Set i to the number of occurrences of A in s∗ and j to the number of occurrences of B in s∗ .
So, i + j = t and i, j ≥ 0, so (i, j) ∈ It . Since c∗ contains a vertex at p−2 exactly i times, we
can match those characters to gA in Ai and all vertices in c∗ , at points p0 or p2 , with ga . Since
d(p−2 , gA ) = d(p0 , ga ) = d(p2 , ga ) = 1, the discrete Fréchet distance between Ai and c∗ is at most
1. Analogously, we get that the discrete Fréchet distance between B j and c∗ is at most one. So,
dDF (g, c∗ ) ≤ 1 for all g ∈ G ∪ Ri,j for some i, j ∈ It .
Lemma 2. If there exists i, j ∈ It such that (G ∪ Ri,j , 1) is a YES-instance of MEB under the
discrete Fréchet distance, then (S, t) is a YES-instance of SCS.
Proof. If there exists i, j ∈ It such that (G ∪ Ri,j , 1) is a YES-instance, then there exist a center
curve c∗ such that dDF (g, c∗ ) ≤ 1 for all g ∈ G ∪ Ri,j . So, there exists a alignment between c∗
and Ai in which all matched pairs have distance at most 1. Note that there exists no point p such
that d(p, gb ) ≤ 1 and d(p, gA ) ≤ 1. This means that for every point in c∗ , it is either matched only
to some points at gA or some points at gb . Since every pair of points at gA has at least one point
at gb in between and the matching is monotone, a point in c∗ matched to some points gA can be
matched to at most 1 point in Ai . The same holds for the points matched to gb . So, every point
in c∗ is matched to exactly one point in Ai .
This means we can partition the points of c∗ into 2i + 1 parts, where the k-th part contains all
points of c∗ matched to the k-th point of Ai . We can do the same with the matching between c∗
and B j to get a partition of 2j + 1 parts. A point in c∗ cannot be both in a part corresponding
to an gA and in another corresponding to gB . We can ‘combine’ these two partitions into one
partition of at most 2(i + j) + 1 parts (see Figure 2.1), as follows: if a point in c∗ is matched to gA ,
put it in the part corresponding to that point, we call this an A-part. If a point in c∗ is matched
to gB , put it in the part corresponding to that point, we call such a part an B-part. If a point
is matched to neither gA nor gB match it to the ‘buffer’ between the part of the nearest point of
smaller index in c∗ in an A/B-part and the nearest point of greater index in an A/B-part. (If such
an index doesn’t exist, identify it by only one A/B-part. There are at most two such parts) We
call such a part a buffer-part. Note that by construction, there are exactly i + j = t A/B-parts
and at most i + j + 1 buffer-parts.
Construct the string s∗ by removing the buffer parts from the partition of c∗ , replacing the
A-parts with the A character and the B-parts with B character. As there are exactly i + j = t
A/B-parts, |s∗ | = t. We complete the proof by showing that s∗ is a supersequence of all sequences
in S.
3 While we have a YES-instance for size at most t, we can always add ‘dummy’ characters to get one of size t.
So, we can assume that s∗ has size exactly t without loss of generality.
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p3
p2
p1

Bj

p0
p−1
p−2
p−3

c∗
p3
p2
p1
i

A

p0
p−1
p−2
p−3

Figure 2.1: The partition of a center curve c∗ from Lemma 2, based on matchings between the
center curve c∗ and curves Ai and B j . Dashed boxes indicate an A-part, normal boxes indicate a
B-part, and the points without boxes are in a buffer part.
Let γ(s) ∈ G. As dDF (γ(s), c∗ ) ≤ 1, there exists a matching between γ(s) and c∗ such that all
matched pairs have distance at most 1. This means an A-part cannot be matched to multiple letter
gadgets, since the matching is monotone and the buffer separating the letter gadgets contains the
point gb . Analogously, the B-parts cannot be matched to multiple letter gadgets. Furthermore,
each letter gadget must be matched to an A/B-part with the corresponding letter. This means that
the sequence of letter gadgets in γ(s) is matched one-to-one with a subsequence of the sequence
of A/B-parts in c∗ with corresponding letters and therefore s is a subsequence of s∗ .
So, we have a polynomial time reduction from SCS to MEB under discrete Fréchet distance
and we can conclude with the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The minimum enclosing ball problem with discrete Fréchet distance is NP-hard.
The MEB problem with continuous Fréchet distance can be shown to be NP-hard with the
same construction as above. Denote the continuous Fréchet distance between curves a and b by
dCF (a, b). First, note that for the center curve c∗ constructed in Lemma 1, we have dCF (c∗ , g) ≤
dDF (c∗ , g) ≤ 1 for all g ∈ (G ∪ Ri,j ), since the continuous Fréchet distance is always smaller than
the discrete Fréchet distance on polygonal curves. So, the result of Lemma 1 also holds for the
continuous Fréchet distance.
The continuous version of Lemma 2 also holds. First note that for every A-part, there must
be a point on the center curve c∗ at p−2 , since it it is matched to some gA and a point on curve
B j . This point is at the largest distance from 0 on c∗ and the neighbouring parts are either an
B- or a buffer part, which are strictly closer to 0. This means there is a vertex at p−2 on c∗ for
every A-part. Analogously, there is a vertex at p2 on c∗ for every B-part. We again can create the
sequence s∗ of length t by replacing the A/B-parts with A/B characters. As the letter gadgets in
the curves γ(s) must be matched to some vertex at p2 or p−2 representing the A/B-part, we get
that the sequence s ∈ S is a subsequence of s∗ .
Theorem 4. The minimum enclosing ball problem with continuous Fréchet distance is NP-hard.
Curve clustering: hardness and algorithms
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Note that in [12], a slightly different construction is required to show NP-hardness for the
center problem with continuous Fréchet distance. The reason for this is that they use the total
length of the center curve is to determine the length of the supersequence and some buffer vertices
in the center curve can be omitted in the continuous case, unlike in the discrete case.

2.2

Hardness of approximation

In this section, we show that the minimum enclosing ball problem is NP-hard to approximate
within factor 2 − ε for both the discrete and continuous Fréchet distance, for any constant ε > 0.
To show this, we use the same construction as before.
Lemma 5. If there is a curve within discrete Fréchet distance δ of all curves in G ∪ Ri,j , for
some δ < 2, then there exists a curve within discrete Fréchet distance 1 of all curves in G ∪ Ri,j .
Proof. Let c be a curve that is within discrete Fréchet distance δ of all curves in G ∪ Ri,j for some
δ < 2. Let p be a vertex in c and consider the matchings between c and the curves in G ∪ Ri,j .
Since these matchings attain a discrete Fréchet distance of at most δ, p is within distance δ of any
vertex in G ∪ Ri,j it is matched to. Note that all vertices in the curves in G ∪ Ri,j lie at ga , gb , gA
or gB . Furthermore, no single vertex can be within distance δ of both vertices in the pairs (ga , gB )
(gb , gA ) or (gA , gB ). This means that the set of vertices p is matched with is a subset of either
{gb , gB }, {ga , gA } or {ga , gb }. In case p is matched only to {gb , gB }, replacing p with a point at
p2 results in p being at distance 1 from all vertices that it is matched with. Similarly, replacing
p with p−2 if p is matched only with {ga , gA } and replacing p with p0 if p is matched only with
{ga , gb } results in p being at distance 1 from all vertices that it is matched with.
So, p can be replaced by a vertex such that it has distance 1 to all vertices from curves in
G ∪ Ri,j it is matched with. We can replace all vertices in c by such a vertex to obtain a curve
of which all vertices are matched with vertices from G ∪ Ri,j at distance 1. Hence, this curve lies
within distance 1 of all curves in G ∪ Ri,j .
Lemma 5 tells us that if we have an algorithm that guarantees an approximation for the MEB
problem with factor at least 2 − ε under the discrete Fréchet distance, then we can decide whether
an instance (G ∪ Ri,j , 1) of the MEB problem is a YES-instance. Using the reduction to SCS
above, this results in the following theorem.
Theorem 6. The MEB problem for the discrete Fréchet distance is NP-hard to approximate within
approximation factor 2 − ε for any ε > 0.
For the continuous Fréchet distance, we can use the same approach.
Lemma 7. If there is a curve within continuous Fréchet distance δ of all curves in G ∪ Ri,j , for
some δ < 2, then there exists a curve within discrete Fréchet distance 1 of all curves in G ∪ Ri,j .
Proof. Let c be a curve that is within Fréchet distance δ of all curves in G ∪ Ri,j for some δ < 2.
Let g ∈ G ∪ Ri,j . Note that there exist no points that are within distance δ of the two points gA
and gb or within distance δ of the two points gB and ga . This means each gA vertex on g can
only be matched to points on c with coordinate < −1 and that points on c with coordinate < −1
cannot completely match with a gB vertex, gb vertex or a (ga gb )t subcurve. Symmetrically, each
gB vertex on g can only be matched to points on c with coordinate > 1 on c and points on c with
coordinate > 1 cannot completely match a gA vertex, ga vertex or (ga gb )t subcurve.
Construct the curve c0 that starts and ends with p0 , has a vertex p−2 when there is a maximal
subcurve of vertices with coordinate < −1 in c, a vertex p2 when there is a maximal subcurve
of vertices with coordinate > 1 in c and vertices p0 in between. We will show that c0 lies within
discrete Fréchet distance 1 of all curves in G ∪ Ri,j .
First, ddF (c0 , Ai ) ≤ 1, since each vertex gA on Ai was matched to point at coordinate < −1
that has been replaced by g−2 on c0 and all other vertices on c0 can be matched to the gb vertices
on Ai . By symmetry, ddF (c0 , B j ) ≤ 1. Similarly, for g ∈ G, then each vertex gA in g is matched
12
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to a p−2 vertex on c0 , each gB vertex to a p2 vertex on c0 . Each ga that was matched to some
point with coordinate < −1 in c can be matched to a vertex p−2 and each gb that was matched
to some point with coordinate > 1 on c can be matched to a p2 vertex on c0 . The remaining ga
and gb vertices on g can be matched to a vertex at p0 and so ddF (c0 , g) ≤ 1.
Since the discrete Fréchet distance is an upper bound of the continuous Fréchet distance,
dF (c0 , g) ≤ ddF (c0 , g) ≤ 1 for all g ∈ G ∪ Ri,j .
Similar to the discrete Fréchet case, we get the following theorem as a consequence of Lemma 7.
Theorem 8. The MEB problem for the discrete Fréchet distance on curves in 1D is NP-hard to
approximate within approximation factor 2 − ε for any ε > 0.

2.3

k-wise Fréchet distance

The MEB problem is related to computing the discrete Fréchet distance generalised to multiple curves. The k-wise discrete Fréchet distance on a set G = {γ1 , . . . , γk } is defined using
the alignment T = ht1 , . . . , tm i of k-dimensional vectors, such that t1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1), tm =
(|γ1 |, |γ2 |, . . . , |γk |) and ti+1 − ti ∈ {0, 1}k \ {~0} for all 1 ≤ i < m. This alignment can be
seen as an increasing path through a k-dimensional matrix where each step goes to a cell that
touches the previous one. Using the set T of all such alignments on k-dimensional vectors, the
k-wise discrete Fréchet distance is defined by
ddF (G) = min max max kγi (tli ) − γj (tlj )k.
T ∈T tl ∈T 1≤i,j≤k

This generalisation is similar to the generalisation to the k-wise continuous Fréchet distance
in [18], which uses reparameterisations instead of alignments. To recall, a reparameterisation
f : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a continuous injective function with f (0) = 0 and f (1) = 1. Call the family of
all such reparameterisations F, then
dF (G) =

inf

max max kγi (fi (t)) − γj (fj (t))k.

f1 ,f2 ,...,fk ∈F t∈[0,1] 1≤i,j≤k

Now, we will show that the computing the k-wise discrete Fréchet distance is related to computing
the center of a MEB under the discrete Fréchet distance.
Lemma 9. Let be G be a finite set of curves in 1D and x ∈ R. There exists a 1D curve c such
that ddF (c, g) ≤ x for all g ∈ G if and only if ddF (G) ≤ 2x.
Proof. Suppose there exist a curve c be such that ddF (g, c) ≤ x for all g ∈ G. Take a vertex p
in c. Since the distance k · k for the points in the curves in G satisfies the triangle inequality, we
have that for all points on the curves in G that are matched to p have distance at most 2x to
each-other. It is possible that p is matched to k points on the same curve from G for some k > 1.
In that case, we can replace the vertex p in c∗ by the subcurve consisting of p copied k times, to
ensure each point on the center curve is matched with exactly one point on every curve in G. If
we would not do this, then when at least two curves both have at least two vertices matched to
the same vertex in c∗ , we cannot match all those vertices to each-other in a valid warping path, as
this breaks monotonicity. Since the maximum distance over the matchings doesn’t change by this
copying operation, the discrete Fréchet distance remains the same. So we can construct a center
curve c0 from c such that ddF (g, c0 ) ≤ x and there is a matching achieving this distance between
each g ∈ G and c0 such that each point in c0 is matched to exactly one point in g.
From c0 , we can construct an alignment for the curves in G by matching all points with eachother that are matched to the same point in c0 . Every matching in this path has maximum distance
among the matched points of at most 2x. So, we have that ddF (G) ≤ 2x.
Suppose ddF (G) ≤ 2x. Note that in 1D, if we have a finite set S ⊂ R such that |a − b| ≤ 2x
for all a, b ∈ S, then we can take m = min(S) and M = max(S), set d = 21 (m + M ) and get
|d − s| ≤ max(|d − M |, |d − m|) = |m − M |/2 ≤ x for all s ∈ S. So, as each group of vertices
Curve clustering: hardness and algorithms
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matched in the alignment of ddF (G) has maximum pairwise distance 2x, there exists a vertex with
distance at most x to all aligned vertices. So, we can construct a curve c from the center point of
every subset in the alignment for G, such that ddF (c, g) ≤ x for all g ∈ G.
Note that Lemma 9 does not extend to curves in higher dimensions. In particular, when
ddF (G) ≤ 2x for curves in 2D, there does not necessarily exist a c such that ddF (c, g) ≤ x for
all g ∈ G. Consider G = g1 , g2 , g3 where g1 , g2 , g3 are curves of a single point, each forming one
vertex of an equilateral triangle with side length 2 and the pointwise distance is the 2D Euclidean
distance. Then we have that ddF (G) ≤ 2. But there exists no single point that has distance at
most 1 to g1 , g2 , g3 : if a point a has distance at most 1 to both g1 and g2 , then a lies on the line
between g1 and g2 , which means d(a, g3 ) > 1.
Of course, we can still use this lemma to show that the k-wise discrete Fréchet distance is
hard, as all input curves in our hardness proofs are in 1D. In particular, Lemma 9 implies that the
decision problems for computing the k-wise distance and the center of the MEB are equivalent for
the discrete Fréchet distance on 1D curves, which leads to the following theorems.
Theorem 10. Computing the k-wise discrete Fréchet distance of a set of 1D curves is NP-hard.
Theorem 11. Approximating the k-wise discrete Fréchet distance of a set of 1D curves is within
a factor of 2 − ε for any ε > 0 is NP-hard.
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Chapter 3

Hardness of the average curve
problem for DTW
A construction similar to that of the previous section
to show hardness of the averagePn can be used
∗
2
DTW problem and its variant that minimizes
DTW(c
,
s
i ) , the squared average-DTW
i=1
problem. Note that when the vertices of the curves are in an Euclidean space of dimension
at least 2, the average-DTW problem on curves containing only one point is equivalent to the
Fermat-Weber problem, of which the solution in general cannot be expressed in radicals over the
rationals [6] and therefore cannot be exactly computed in computational models where the root
of an algebraic equation is obtained using arithmetic operations and the extraction of kth roots.
However, finding an average curve for the DTW distance over points in 1-dimensional Euclidean
space and an average curve for squared DTW distance (for any dimension) are not hard on curves
of only one point, so our argument here extends the hardness of the problem to include these
cases.

3.1

Average-DTW

We again make a truth-table reduction from the SCS instance (S, t). First, we redefine the following
points in R:
gA := p−2 ,

gB := p2 ,

ga := p−1 ,

gb := p1

g0 := p0 .

Given a string s ∈ S over the binary alphabet {A, B}, we map each character to a curve over R:
A → (ga gb )t gA (gb ga )t
B → (gb ga )t gB (ga gb )t .
The curve γ(s) is constructed by concatenating the curves from the previous mapping. The
resulting set of curves is again called G, i.e. G = {γ(s) | s ∈ S}.
Now, we add the set Ri,j = {Aik | k ∈ {1, . . . α}} ∪ {Bkj | k ∈ {1, . . . α}} with Aik = Ai and
j
Bk = B j for all k and
β β i
Ai := g0β (gA
g0 )
β β j
B j := g0β (gB
g0 ) .
1
Here, we take α = 4tkSk/ε + 1, β = r, r = 4tkSk + 2tα and ε = 8tkSk
. We claim that (S, t) is
a YES-instance of SCS if and only if there exists i, j ∈ It such that (G ∪ Ri,j , r) is a YES-instance
of average-DTW.
Before we prove this, we first look at an example of this construction.
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p3
p2
p1
p0
p−1
p−2
p−3

Figure 3.1: A matching between the curve c∗ (in red) and the curve γ(s1 ) (in blue). Matched
vertices are connected by dotted lines.
p3
p2
p1
p0
p−1
p−2
p−3
Figure 3.2: A matching between the curve c∗ (in red) and the curve γ(s2 ) (in blue). Matched
vertices are connected by dotted lines.
Example 1. Suppose S = {s1 , s2 } with s1 = AAB and s2 = BA. Then the sequence s∗ = AABA
is a supersequence of S of length 4, so (S, t) with t = 4 is a YES-instance of SCS. Since s∗ has 3
A characters and 1 B character, we can take i = 3 and j = 1. The curves in G ∪ Ri,j are now:
γ(s1 ) = (ga gb )t gA (gb ga )t (ga gb )t gA (gb ga )t (gb ga )t gB (ga gb )t
γ(s2 ) = (gb ga )t gB (ga gb )t (ga gb )t gA (gb ga )t
)
β β β β β β
g0 gA g0 gA g0
Ai = g0β gA
α copies of these curves.
β β
B j = g0β gB
g0
We will now show (G ∪ Ri,j , r), with r = 4tkSk + 2αt, is a YES-instance of average-DTW. From
the supersequence s∗ , we construct the curve c∗ by interleaving with g0 :
c∗ = g0 gA g0 gA g0 gB g0 gA .
For the curves in γ(s) ∈ G, we get DTW(c∗ , γ(s)) ≤ 4t|s| by matching letter gadgets in γ(s) with
the corresponding letter-gadget in c∗ at distance 0 and matching vertices in buffer gadgets in γ(s)
to vertices in c∗ at distance 1. See Figure 3.1 for a matching between c∗ and γ(s1 ), Figure 3.2
for a matching between c∗ and γ(s2 ) and see Figure 3.3 for a more abstract view of the matching
that emphasises the cost of the matching.
For the curves in Ri,j , we get DTW(c∗ , Ai ) ≤ 2j = 2 by matching all gB vertices from c∗ to
a single g0 vertex with distance 2 and matching the remaining vertices in Ai to a corresponding
vertex in c∗ at distance 0. Similarly, we get DTW(c∗ , B j ) ≤ 2i = 6 by matching all gA vertices
in c∗ to a single g0 vertex at distance 2 and matching all other vertices in B j to a corresponding
vertex in c∗ . See Figure
P 3.4.
P
This means that g∈G∪Ri,j DTW(g, c∗ ) = s∈S DTW(γ(s), c∗ )+α(DTW(Ai , c∗ )+DTW(B j , c∗ )) ≤
P
s∈S 4t|s| + α(2i + 2j) = 4tkSk + 2αt = r and so (G ∪ Ri,j , r) is indeed a YES-instance of averageDTW.
The following Lemma shows we can do the construction from Example 1 in general.
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γ(s1 )

c∗

2t
0
2t
t
(ga gb ) gA (gb ga )t

2t
0
2t
t
(ga gb ) gA (gb ga )t

2t
0
2t
t
(gb ga ) gB (ga gb )t

g0

gA

g0

γ(s2 )

gA

g0

(gb ga )t gB (ga gb )t
2t
2t
0

g0

gB

gA

g0

(ga gb )t gA (gb ga )t
2t
2t
0

Figure 3.3: An abstract view of the matching between the curve c∗ and the curves γ(s1 ) and
γ(s2 ). Dashed lines indicate a matched pair with cost 0, normal lines indicate matched pairs with
cost 1. See Figures 3.1 and 3.2 for a more concrete view of these matchings.

Ai

c∗

Bj

0
g0β

0
β
gA

0
g0β

0
β
gA

g0

gA

g0

gA

g0β
4

2
g0β

g0

gB

β
gB
0

g0

0
β
gA

0
g0β

gA

g0

g0β
2

Figure 3.4: A matching between the curve c∗ and the curves Ai and B j . Dashed lines indicate a
matched pair with cost 0, normal lines indicate matched pairs with cost 2.
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Lemma 12. If (S, t) is a YES-instance of SCS, then there exist (i, j) ∈ It such that (G ∪ Ri,j , r)
is a YES-instance of average-DTW.
Proof. If (S, t) is a YES-instance of SCS, then there is a string s∗ of length t that is a supersequence
of all strings in S. Construct the curve c∗ of length 2t + 1, with for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 2t + 1},


g0
c∗i := gA


gB

i is odd
i is even and s∗i/2 = A .
i is even and s∗i/2 = B

Let γ(s) ∈ G. Since s is a subsequence of s∗ , all A/B-gadgets in γ(s) can be matched to the
corresponding A/B-gadget in c∗ . All other A/B-gadgets in c∗ can be matched to a vertex in the
buffer of γ(s) at distance 1. All other buffer vertices in γ(s) can be matched to a g0 vertex in c∗ ,
also at distance 1. So DTW(γ(s), c∗ ) ≤
P4t|s|, i.e. the total cost is at most the number of vertices
in buffer gadgets in γ(s). This means g∈G DTW(g, c∗ ) ≤ 4tkSk.
Set i and j to the number of occurrences of A and B in s∗ , respectively. Since s∗ has length
t, we have (i, j) ∈ It . Consider the matching between Ai and c∗ . We can match each of the i
r
subcurves gA
in Ai to each of the i gA vertices in c∗ , with total cost 0. All subcurves g0 vertices in
both curves can be matched to a g0 vertex in the other curve, so also with cost 0. The remaining j
gB vertices in c∗ can be matched P
to a g0 vertex, with cost 2. So, DTW(Ai , c∗ ) ≤ 2j. Analogously,
j ∗
DTW(B , c ) ≤ 2i and therefore r∈Ri,j DTW(r, c∗ ) = α(DTW(Ai , c∗ )+DTW(B j , c∗ )) ≤ α(2i+
P
2j) = 2tα. So, in total, g∈G∪Ri,j DTW(g, c∗ ) ≤ 4tkSk + 2tα = r.
To prove the converse of Lemma 12, we will show that any center curve satisfying the (G ∪
Ri,j , r) instance must be ‘very similar’ to the one constructed in Lemma 12 with some supporting
lemmas.
P
Given a true instance of (G∪Ri,j , r) for some i, j, let c∗ be a curve such that g∈G∪Ri,j DTW(g, c∗ ) ≤
r. So, there exists an alignment AA between c∗ and Ai and AB between c∗ and B j such that
aligning c∗ with all α copies of Ai and B j is able to satisfy the previous inequality.
Definition 1. A vertex p in the curve c∗ is called a A-signal vertex if
1. p is matched to a vertex gA in the alignment AA , and
2. d(p, gA ) ≤ 1.
Similarly, a vertex p in the curve c∗ is called a B-signal vertex if
1. p is matched to a vertex gB in the alignment AB , and
2. d(p, gB ) ≤ 1.
A signal vertex is either an A-signal vertex or a B-signal vertex. (since there exists no vertex
p such that d(p, gA ) ≤ 1 and d(p, gB ) ≤ 1, a vertex cannot be both)
Lemma 13. c∗ contains at most t signal vertices.
Proof. First, note that α(DTW(c∗ , Ai ) + DTW(c∗ , B j )) ≤ r = 2αt + 4tksk, so DTW(c∗ , Ai ) +
DTW(c∗ , B j ) ≤ 2t + 4tkSk
< 2t + ε. Since an A-signal vertex p is matched to some vertex gA
α
in Aj and some vertex in B j , p contributes at least d(p, gA ) + d(p, g0 ) ≥ 2 to the total cost
of DTW(c∗ , Ai ) + DTW(c∗ , B j ). Analogously, a B-signal vertex contributes at least 2 as well.
Therefore, if s0 is the total number of signal vertices, 2s0 ≤ DTW(c∗ , Ai ) + DTW(c∗ , B j ) <
2t + ε < 2t + 1 and so s0 ≤ t.
β
Lemma 14. For all subcurves gA
in Ai , there exists an A-signal vertex matched to a vertex in it.
β
j
For all subcurves gB in B , there exists a B-signal vertex matched to a vertex in it.

18
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β
Proof. If there is no A-signal vertex matched to some gA
subcurve in Ai , then for every vertex p
in c∗ matched to it, d(p, gA ) > 1. This means the cost of matching with this subcurve is strictly
more than β = r, so r < DTW(c∗ , Ai ) ≤ r, a contradiction, which proves the claim for A-signal
vertices.
The proof for B-signal vertices is analogous.
β
β
Lemma 15. Each gA
subcurve is matched to an A-signal vertex not matched to any other gA
β
β
subcurve. Each gB
subcurve is matched to an B-signal vertex not matched to any other gB
subcurve.
β
Proof. Fix a subcurve gA
. By Lemma 14, there is an A-signal vertex p matched to this subcurve.
β
Suppose p is matched to some vertex in another gA
subcurve. Since the matching between c∗ and
β
i
A is monotone, p must be matched to all vertices in some g0β subcurve lying between the two gA
subcurves. Since d(p, gA ) ≤ 1 and therefore d(p, g0 ) ≥ 1, matching p with the subcurve costs at
least β. This means that αr = αβ ≤ α DTW(Ai , c∗ ) ≤ r, a contradiction. So, the A-signal vertex
β
p is not matched to any other gA
subcurve.
The proof for B-signal vertices is analogous.

Lemma 16. There are exactly t signal vertices.
β
β
Proof. There are i gA
subcurves in Ai and j gB
subcurves in B j . By Lemma 15, this means that
there are at least i A-signal vertices and at least j B-signal vertices. So, there are at least i + j = t
signal vertices. By Lemma 13, there are at most t signal vertices.

Lemma 17. Let p be a vertex in c∗ . If p is an A-signal vertex, d(p, gA ) < ε. If p is a B-signal
vertex, d(p, gB ) < ε. Otherwise, d(p, g0 ) < ε.
Proof. Recall that DTW(c∗ , Ai ) + DTW(c∗ , B j ) < 2t + ε. By Lemma 16, the total cost of all
signal vertices in DTW(c∗ , Ai ) + DTW(c∗ , B j ) is at least 2t, as each signal vertex costs at least
2. This means that a vertex p in c∗ that is not a signal vertex must contribute a cost strictly less
than ε. Such a vertex p cannot be matched to a gA or gB vertex, as this would cost at least 1
since p is not a signal vertex. Since the curves Ai and B j only contain the vertices gA , gB and g0
and p must be matched to some vertex on those curves, p must be matched to a g0 vertex, with
d(p, g0 ) < ε.
A signal vertex must contribute a cost of less than 2 + ε, since all other t − 1 signal vertices
have a cost of at least 2(t−1). Let p be an A-signal vertex. Note that vertices in c∗ that are not an
A-signal vertex cannot be matched with an gA vertex, as this has a too large cost. From Lemma 16
β
and Lemma 15, it follows that the gA
subcurve p is matched to is matched to no other A-signal
β
vertex. This means p is matched to all vertices of that gA
subcurve. As p is also matched to some
j
vertex of B , the cost contributed by p is at least βd(p, gA )+d(p, g0 ), so βd(p, gA )+d(p, g0 ) < 2+ε
and therefore d(p, gA ) < ε/(β − 1) < ε as d(p, gA ) + d(p, g0 ) ≥ 2.
The proof for B-signal vertices is analogous.
Lemma 18. Let γ(s) be a curve in G. Each vertex gA in γ(s) is matched only to A-signal vertices.
Each vertex gB in γ(s) is matched only to B-signal vertices. All signal vertices are matched to at
most one gA or gB vertex in γ(s).
Proof. Since there are t signal vertices (Lemma 16) that contribute cost of at least 2 to the matchj
∗
i
ings with Ai and
) + DTW(c∗ , B j ) ≥ 2t. Combining this with the definiPB , we have∗DTW(c , A P
∗
tion of c gives g∈G
≤ g∈G DTW(c∗ , g)+α(DTW(c∗ , Ai )+DTW(c∗ , B j )) ≤
PDTW(c , g)+2αt
∗
r = 4tkSk+2αt, so g∈G DTW(c , g) ≤ 4tkSk. By Lemma 17, we have that for any vertex p in c∗ ,
d(p, ga ) > 1 − ε and d(p, gb ) > 1 − ε. There are 4tkSk vertices ga , gb in G. Matching these vertices
to c∗ costs at least (1 − ε)4tkSk = 4tkSk − 21 . Therefore, any additional cost to DTW(γ(s), c∗ )
(i.e. any cost other than counting 1 − ε per vertex ga and gb in γ(s)) can be at most 12 .
This means that a vertex gA in γ(s) can only be matched to an A-signal vertex in c∗ , since all
other vertices on c∗ have a distance of > 12 to gA (Lemma 17). Analogously, a vertex gB in γ(s)
can only be matched to an B-signal vertex.
Curve clustering: hardness and algorithms
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Finally, note that if an A-signal vertex p would be matched to two distinct vertices gA in γ(s),
p must be matched to all vertices in the subcurve (gb ga )t that lies in between the gA vertices,
since the matching is monotone. However, matching p to gb costs at least 3 − 2ε (Lemma 17),
which exceeds the minimal cost for matching gb of 1 − ε by more than 21 . Therefore, p cannot
be matched to gb and so p cannot be matched to two distinct vertices gA in γ(s). Analogously,
B-signal vertices cannot be matched to two distinct vertices gB in γ(s).
Lemma 19. (S, t) is a YES-instance of SCS.
Proof. Construct the sequence s∗ from c∗ by mapping A-signal vertices to A and B-signal vertices
to B and concatenating the results (other vertices in c∗ are ignored). Since there are t signal
vertices (Lemma 16), |s∗ | = t.
Let s ∈ S and consider the matching between γ(s) and c∗ . By Lemma 18 and noting that
each vertex in γ(s) is matched to at least one vertex in c∗ , each gA vertex in γ(s) is matched to
an A-signal vertex in c∗ that is not matched to any other gA vertex in γ(s) and each gB vertex in
γ(s) is matched to an B-signal vertex in c∗ that is not matched to any other gB vertex in γ(s).
Since the matching is monotone as well, if follows that the sequence of gA and gB vertices in γ(s)
is a subsequence of the sequence of A-signal vertices and B-signal vertices in c∗ if we identify gA
vertices with A-signal vertices and gB vertices with B-signal vertices. Since the sequence s can
be mapped to the gA and gB vertices in γ(s) and the sequence of signal vertices in c∗ can be
mapped to s∗ , it follows that s is a subsequence of s∗ . So, s∗ is a supersequence with length t of
all sequences in S.
So, we have a polynomial time reduction from SCS to average-DTW and can conclude with
the following theorem.
Theorem 20. The average-DTW problem is NP-hard.

3.2

Squared average-DTW

Pn
The construction
case, where we seek the curve c∗ that minimizes i=1 DTW(c∗ , si )2
Pn for the squared
∗
instead of i=1 DTW(c
, si ), is the same as the previousP
section, except for the following conP
stants: set r =
(4t|s|)2 + α((2i)2 + (2j)2 ), α = 1ε s∈S (4t|s|)2 , β = r/ε and ε = (1 −
s∈S
√
P
1
2
s∈S (4t|s|) ). Given an instance (S, t) of SCS, we again reduce to the instances (G∪Ri,j , r)
2 2)/(
of squared average-DTW.
Lemma 21. If (S, t) is a YES-instance of SCS, then there exists i, j ∈ It such that (G ∪ Ri,j , r)
is a YES-instance of squared average-DTW.
Proof. Since (S, t) is a YES-instance of SCS, there exist a string s∗ of length t that is a supersequence of all strings in S. Construct the curve c of length 2t+1, with for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 2t+1}:


g0 i is odd
ci := gA i is even and s∗i/2 = A .


gB i is even and s∗i/2 = B
Set i and j to the number of occurrences of A and B in s∗ , respectively. Since s∗ has length
t, we have (i, j) ∈ It . Analogously to Lemma 12,
P we have that DTW(c, γ(s))
P ≤ 4t|s| for all s ∈ S,
DTW(c, Ai ) ≤ 2i and DTW(c, B j ) ≤ 2j. So, g∈G∪Ri,j DTW(c, g)2 ≤ s∈S (4t|s|)2 + α((2i)2 +
(2j)2 ) = r.
The main idea to prove the converse of Lemma 21 remains the same as in the non-squared case
from Section 3.1: we will show that any center curve c∗ that attains the required cost must have a
matching with the curves in G from which we can construct a short supersequence of S. However,
the usage of a sum of squares instead of an ordinary sum of DTW adds some technicalities to the
20
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proof. In particular, proving the inequality DTW(c∗ , Ai )2 + DTW(c∗ , B j )2 ≥ (2i)2 + (2j)2 is less
straightforward than the inequality DTW(c∗ , Ai ) + DTW(c∗ , B j ) ≥ 2i + 2j.
Suppose there exists a pair (i, j) ∈ It such that (G ∪PRi,j , r) is a YES-instance of squared
∗
2
average-DTW. Then, there exists a curve c∗ such that
g∈G∪Ri,j DTW(c , g) ≤ r. We use
the signal vertices from definition 1 in the context of this c∗ to prove some auxiliary lemmas to
conclude with (S, t) is a YES-instance of SCS.
β
Lemma 22. An A-signal vertex is matched to exactly one gA
subcurve in Ai . An B-signal vertex
β
is matched to exactly one gB subcurve in B j .

Proof. We will only show the proof for the A-signal vertices, the case of the B-signal vertices is
β
analogous. By definition, an A-signal vertex is matched to at least one gA
subcurve. Suppose
β
an A-signal vertex p is matched to two gA subcurves. Since a DTW matching is monotone, this
β
subcurves. However,
means p is matched to all vertices in some g0β subcurve in between the two gA
∗
i
as d(p, g0 ) ≥ 1 (since d(p, gA ) ≤ 1), this means DTW(c , A ) ≥ βd(p, g0 ) ≥ β > r, a contradiction.
β
Therefore, an A-signal vertex is matched to exactly one gA
subcurve.
Lemma 23. The contribution of matching signal vertices to the cost of DTW(c∗ , Ai )2 +DTW(c∗ , B j )2
is at least (2i)2 +(2j)2 . If there are at least i+1 A-signal vertices or at least j +1 B-signal vertices,
then the contribution of matching signal vertices to the cost of DTW(c∗ , Ai )2 + DTW(c∗ , B j )2 is
at least (2i)2 + (2j)2 + 1.
β
Proof. By Lemma 22, each gA
subcurve in Ai has some A-signal vertices matched to only this
β
subcurve. Since the sum of costs of all vertices in c∗ matched to gA
is at most r, there must be at
least β − r vertices from this subcurve that are matched to an A-signal vertex. Let p be a A-signal
β
vertex that has the least distance to gA . Observe that the A-signal vertices matched to this gA
∗
i
∗
j
subcurve contribute at least (β −r)·d(p, gA ) to DTW(c , A ) and at least d(p, g0 ) to DTW(c , B ).
Since d(p, gA ) + d(p, g0 ) ≥ d(g0 , gA ) = 2 by the triangle inequality, the A-signal vertices contribute
at least (β − r) · xA to DTW(c∗ , Ai ) and at least 2 − xA to DTW(c∗ , B j ) for some xA ∈ [0, 2].
β
Analogously, the B-signal vertices matched to a single gB
subcurve in B j contribute at least
(β − r) · xB to DTW(c∗ , B j ) and at least 2 − xB to DTW(c∗ , Ai ) for some xB ∈ [0, 2]. Since there
Pi
β
β
are i gA
subcurves and i gB
subcurves, these signal vertices contribute at least k=1 (β − r)xA
k +
Pj
P
P
j
i
B
∗
i
B
A
∗
j
(2
−
x
)
to
DTW(c
,
A
)
and
at
least
(β
−
r)x
+
(2
−
x
)
to
DTW(c
,
B
)
for
k
k
k
k=1
k=1
k=1
A
B
B
some xA
,
.
.
.
,
x
∈
[0,
2]
and
x
,
.
.
.
,
x
∈
[0,
2].
1
1
i
j
So, the total contribution of signal vertices to the cost of DTW(c∗ , Ai )2 + DTW(c∗ , B j )2 is at
least
!2
!2
j
j
i
i
X
X
X
X
A
B
B
A
(β − r)xk +
(2 − xk ) +
(β − r)xk +
(2 − xk ) .
k=1

Setting A :=

k=1

Pi

A
k=1 xk

i
X

and B :=

(β −

r)xA
k

k=1

=

2j + (β − r)

+

k=1

Pj

B
k=1 xk

j
X

and y := β − r, we get
!2

(2 −

xB
k)

+

k=1
i
X
k=1
2

xA
k

k=1

j
X

(β −

r)xB
k

k=1

−

j
X

!2
xB
k

+

k=1

2i + (β − r)

+

i
X

!2
(2 −

xA
k)

k=1
j
X
k=1

xB
k

−

i
X

!2
xA
k

k=1

2

= (2j + yA − B) + (2i + yB − A)
= (2i)2 + (2j)2 + A2 + B 2
+ 4A(yj − i) + 4B(yi − j)
+ (Ay)2 + (By)2 − 4ABy
≥ (2i)2 + (2j)2 ,
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where A ∈ [0, 2i] and B ∈ [0, 2j]. To show the inequality above holds, it is sufficient to
show that the terms other than (2i)2 + (2j)2 are greater than 0. A2 + B 2 ≥ 0 is obvious.
4A(yj − i) + 4B(yi − j) ≥ 0, since A, B ≥ 0 and y = β − r = ( 1ε − 1)r ≥ max{i, j}. Finally,
(Ay)2 + (By)2 − 4ABy ≥ (Ay)2 + (By)2 − 2ABy 2 = (Ay − By)2 ≥ 0, since y ≥ 2.
β
If there are at least i + 1 A-signal vertices, then there is a gA
subcurve that is matched with at
least two A-signal vertices. This means that there is an additional matching of an A-signal vertex
with some vertex in B j , which costs at least 1. So, in this case, the signal vertices contribute at
least
!2
!2
j
j
i
i
X
X
X
X
(β − r)xA
(2 − xB
+
(β − r)xB
(2 − xA
≥ (2i)2 + (2j)2 + 1
k +
k)
k +
k)+1
k=1

k=1

k=1

k=1

to the cost of DTW(c∗ , Ai )2 + DTW(c∗ , B j )2 , using the inequality above. Analogously, if there
are at least j + 1 B-signal vertices, then the signal vertices contribute at least (2i)2 + (2j)2 + 1 to
the cost of DTW(c∗ , Ai )2 + DTW(c∗ , B j )2 .
Lemma 24. There are exactly i A-signal vertices and exactly j B-signal vertices.
Proof. We will only provide the proof for A-signal vertices, as the proof for B-signal vertices is
analogous. By Lemma 22, there are at least i A-signal vertices.
Suppose there are at least i + 1 A-signal vertices. Then, Lemma 23 implies
DTW(c∗ , Ai )2 + DTW(c∗ , B j )2 ≥ (2i)2 + (2j)2 + 1.
P
Since α(DTW(c∗ , Ai )2 + DTW(c∗ , B j )2 ) ≤ r = s∈S (4t|s|)2 + α((2i)2 + (2j)2 ), we have
DTW(c∗ , Ai )2 + DTW(c∗ , B j )2 ≤ (2i)2 + (2j)2 +

1X
(4t|s|)2 < (2i)2 + (2j)2 + ε.
α
s∈S

Combined with the inequality above, we get 1 < ε, a contradiction, which means there are at most
i A-signal vertices.
Lemma 25. Let p be a vertex in c∗ . If p is an A-signal vertex, d(p, gA ) < ε. If p is an B-signal
vertex, d(p, gB ) < ε. Otherwise, d(p, g0 ) < ε.
Proof. Let p be a vertex in c∗ that is not a signal vertex. Since DTW(c∗ , Ai )2 + DTW(c∗ , B j )2 <
(2i)2 + (2j)2 + ε and matching signal vertices with Ai and B j contributes at least (2i)2 + (2j)2
to DTW(c∗ , Ai )2 + DTW(c∗ , B j )2 (see Lemma 23), the cost of matching p with Ai and B j is at
most ε. This means that d(p, qA ) + d(p, qB ) < ε for some vertex qA in Ai and qB in B j , since p
must be matched to at least one vertex from Ai and B j . By the triangle inequality, it follows that
d(qA , qB ) < ε, which means qA and qB must be vertices at g0 . So, d(p, g0 ) < ε and p can only be
matched to vertices at g0 in Ai and B j .
Let p be an A-signal vertex. By the reasoning above, no non-signal vertices are matched with
β
the gA
subcurve p is matched to. If there would be a B-signal vertex that is matched to this
β
gA subcurve, then this increases the cost of matching the B-signal vertex with Ai by 2 compared
to matching it with a vertex at g0 and will contradict the upper bound of (2i)2 + (2j)2 + ε
β
for DTW(c∗ , Ai )2 + DTW(c∗ , B j )2 . So, only A-signal vertices are matched to a vertex in a gA
β
subcurve. Additionally p is the only A-signal vertex matched to the gA subcurve it is matched to by
β
Lemma 24, so p is matched to all β vertices in the gA
subcurve. This means that (d(p, gA )β)2 ≤ r,
r
ε
√
so d(p, gA ) ≤ β 2 = r < ε.
The proof for the B-signal vertices is analogous.
Lemma 26. Let γ(s) be a curve in G. Each vertex gA in γ(s) is matched only to A-signal vertices.
Each vertex gB in γ(s) is matched only to B-signal vertices. All signal vertices are matched to at
most one gA or gB vertex in γ(s).
22
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P
∗
2
Proof. From the definition of c∗ and using Lemma 23, we get
s∈S DTW(c , γ(s)) ≤ r −
P
2
α(DTW(c∗ , Ai )2 + DTW(c∗ , B j )2 ) ≤ r − α((2i)2 + (2j)2 ) =
(4t|s|)
.
From
Lemma
25,
s∈S
it follows that for any vertex p in c∗ , d(p, ga ) > 1 − ε and d(p, gb ) > 1 − ε. For any s ∈ S, the curve
γ(s) contains exactly 4t|s| vertices at ga or gb , so matching these vertices with c∗ contributes at
least 4t|s|(1 − ε) to DTW(c∗ , γ(s)). Define X(s0 ) := DTW(c∗ , γ(s0 )) − 4t|s|(1 − ε) for all s0 ∈ S,
i.e. X(s0 ) is the cost of matching c∗ with γ(s0 ) that has not yet been counted. Therefore, for any
s0 ∈ S,
X
X
X(s0 ) + (1 − ε)2
(4t|s|)2 <
(X(s) + 4t|s|(1 − ε))2
s∈S

s∈S

=

X

DTW(c∗ , γ(s))2

s∈S

≤

X

(4t|s|)2 ,

s∈S

P
so X(s0 ) < (1 − (1 − ε)2 ) s∈S (4t|s|)2 = 21 .
The remainder of the proof is analogous to Lemma 18.
Lemma 27. (S, t) is a YES-instance of SCS.
Proof. This proof is follows from Lemma 24 (note that i + j = t) and Lemma 26 analogously to
Lemma 19 following from Lemma 16 and Lemma 18.
So, we have a polynomial time reduction from SCS to average-DTW and we can conclude with
the following theorem.
Theorem 28. The squared average-DTW problem is NP-hard.

3.3

Multiple sequence alignment and clustering under the
DTW distance

The paper by Petitjean and Garcarski [24] introduces a heuristic algorithm for finding an average
curve under the squared DTW distance. Their method is based on connecting the notion of the
average curve for the DTW distance with the multiple sequence alignment (MSA) problem. They
suggest that the intractability of the problem of finding the average DTW distance is related to
the intractability of finding an optimal multiple sequence alignment under SP-score (Sum of Pairs
score). This led us to investigate whether we can formally use this connection to show that finding
an average curve under the (squared) DTW distance is NP-hard based on the NP-hardness proof
of an MSA problem in [30]. Unfortunately, this approach did not lead to a simple NP-hardness
proof.
In this section, we consider Problem 1: a variant of the average curve problem under DTW
that is more closely related to the MSA problem. We show that Problem 1 is NP-hard by a
relatively simple reduction from the shortest common supersequence problem. We then use some
examples to show that there are obstacles to a similar reduction for finding an average sequence
under DTW.
An alignment of a set of sequences S over Σ is a set of sequences A = {a1 , . . . , an } of equal
length over Σ ∪ {∆}, such that for all i, the subsequence of ai obtained by removing the ∆ symbol
is equal to si . ∆ ∈
/ Σ represents a gap in the alignment. An alignment is often presented as a
matrix where the i-th row corresponds to the sequence ai . kSk denotes the total length of all
sequences in S.
Problem 1 (Alignment consensus sequence). Given are a set S = {s1 , . . . , sn } of n sequences
with length at most m, where the elements of those sequences are from some set Σ equipped with
a distance metric δ : Σ ∪ {∆} × Σ ∪ {∆} → R+ . Then, the Alignment-consensus problem is
Curve clustering: hardness and algorithms
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the problem of finding
consensus sequence c∗ such that there exists an alignment A of S such
Pn aP
m
that the SP-Score i=1 j=1 δ(ai [j], c∗ [j]) is minimized.
Note that the SP-score cost of a consensus sequence c∗ in a sequence alignment A is the same
as the cost of this sequence interpreted as an average curve under the DTW distance, if c∗ is
aligned in the pairwise DTW distance as in A.

3.3.1

A reduction for the alignment consensus problem

We can show that the decision version of Problem 1, which is to decide if an instance with SP-score
at most t exists, is NP-hard.
Lemma 29. The decision version of Alignment-consensus is NP-hard.
Proof. We use a reduction from the Shortest Common Supersequence (SCS) problem, which is NPhard [25]. The reduction is as follows: Given an instance (S, r) of SCS, we reduce to the instance
(S, t) of Alignment-consensus, with t := n · r − kSk and distance δ such that δ(0, 1) = +∞,
d(x, ∆) = 1 for all x ∈ Σ, d(y, y) = 0 for all y ∈ Σ ∪ {∆} and δ is symmetric. We claim that (S, r)
is a YES-instance of SCS if and only if (S, t) is a YES-instance of Alignment-consensus.
If: Suppose (S, r) is a YES-instance of SCS. Then, there exists a sequence s∗ of length at
most r such that si is a subsequence of s∗ for all i. We create an alignment A of S as follows:
for all i, take ai such that ai [j] = s∗ [j] if j is an index of the subsequence in s∗ corresponding
to si and ai [j] = ∆, otherwise. In other words, we fill in gaps to match the entries of si to the
corresponding index in s∗ . Note P
that A is indeed an alignment of S. Take s∗ as the consensus
m
∗
sequence c . For all i, note that j=1 δ(ai [j], c∗ [j]) = |s∗ | − |si |, as there are |s∗ | − |si | matches
of
in ai with a character
Σ in s∗ and all other matches are with the same character. So
Pna ∆P
Pfrom
m
n
∗
∗
i=1
j=1 δ(ai [j], c [j]) =
i=1 |s | − |si | ≤ n · r − kSk = t and (S, t) is therefore a YES-instance
of Alignment-consensus.
then there exist a conOnly if: Suppose (S, t) is a YES-instance of Alignment-consensus,
Pn Pm
sensus sequence c∗ and alignment A such that i=1 j=1 δ(ai [j], c∗ [j]) ≤ t < ∞. This means
that δ(ai [j], c∗ [j]) < ∞ for all i, j and hence no 0 is matched with a 1. This means that si ,
which is equal to the sequence obtained
all gaps from ai , is a subsequence of c∗ .
Pm after removing
∗
Similar to above, this means that j=1 δ(ai [j], c [j]) = |c∗ | − |si | for all i. Therefore, we get
Pn
Pn Pm
n · |c∗ | − kSk = i=1 |c∗ | − |si | = i=1 j=1 δ(ai [j], c∗ [j]) ≤ t = n · r − kSk. Therefore, we get
|c∗ | ≤ r and therefore (S, r) is a YES-instance of SCS.
Note that for simplicity, we have chosen a non-Euclidean distance in this reduction. When we
set d(1, 0) = 2, we do get an Euclidean distance.

3.3.2

Challenges for a more useful reduction

Applying the same strategy to finding an average curve under DTW directly fails, as an alignment
does not count the length of the supersequence:
Example 2. Consider S = {s1 , s2 , s3 } with s1 = h1, 0, 1, 1i, s2 = h0, 1, 1, 1i and s3 = h1, 0, 0, 1i.
Figure 3.5 shows optimal pairwise alignments these sequences have with a shortest common supersequence c∗ . Note that if we interpret the duplicates as ‘gaps’, we get a gap cost that is dependent
of the previous row, since we actually copy the row. This difference in gap costs is the main
difference between DTW and alignments. Since we cannot use the notion of gaps similarly to that
of an alignment, applying the strategy of the previous reduction directly fails.
One idea to simulate the ‘gap insertion’ behaviour from sequence alignments within DTW is
to interleave all sequences
with a gap: given a sequence s of length m, construct t of length 2m + 1
(
s[i/2] if i is even
such that t[i] =
(indices start at 1). In this construction, we can create a
∆
otherwise
DTW alignment similar to an alignment from a supersequence. However, there can be a strictly
better average sequence that is not a shortest supersequence:
24
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s1
s2
s3
c∗

:
:
:
:

1
0
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

Figure 3.5: The sequences in S of Example 2 and a shortest common super-sequence c∗ . The
underlined characters are ‘duplicates’ of the previous character in an optimal alignment with c∗ .
Example 3. Take again S from Example 2. Construct t1 , t2 , t3 by interleaving with gaps, as
described above. Construct t∗ from interleaving the supersequence c∗ with gaps. The following
matrix shows optimal warps (given t∗ ) such that the total cost of c∗ here is 6, as there are 6 gaps.
(gaps are are denoted by dashes.)
1 0
1
1
t1 :
t2 :
0
1
1
1
t3 :
1 0
0
1
t∗ :
1 0
0
1
1
1
However, the sequence t0 = h∆, 1, ∆, 1, ∆, 1, ∆i achieves a total cost of 5:
t1 :
1
0
1
1
, so DTW(t1 , t0 ) ≤ 1.
t0 :
1
1
1
t2 :
0
1
1
1
, so DTW(t2 , t0 ) ≤ 1.
t0 :
1
1
1
t3 :
1
0
0
1
, so DTW(t3 , t0 ) ≤ 3.
t0 :
1
1
1
Clearly, t0 doesn’t correspond to a supersequence of S. One problem is that, unlike the alignment consensus sequence, the average sequence under DTW is ‘symmetric’ in the sense that it can
either be larger or smaller than the input sequences, while the consensus sequence must be larger
than the sequences from S by definition of alignment.
Another problem is that for the alignment consensus problem, the consensus sequence must
have a single alignment that is consistent with all sequences from S simultaneously. This is not
required for the average sequence, as we need only pairwise DTW alignments.
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Chapter 4

Algorithms for (k, `)-center and
(1, `)-median
4.1

Approximating (1, 2)-center for the Fréchet distance

In this section, we will give a polynomial 1 + ε approximation algorithm for the (1, 2)-center
clustering problem under the (discrete or continuous) Fréchet distance dF , i.e. the problem of
finding the the minimum cost segment as a center for a given set of curves. More precisely, given
n curves Z1 , Z2 , . . . Zn with vertices in Rd equipped with the Euclidean norm k · k, find a pair of
points p∗ , q ∗ ∈ Rd that minimizes maxni=1 dF (Zi , p∗ q ∗ ), where p∗ q ∗ denotes the segment connecting
p∗ and q ∗ .
Before we give the algorithm, we first derive some useful
Pn inequalities. Denote
Pn the first vertex
of Zi by ui and the last vertex by vi and define u∗ = n1 i=1 ui and v ∗ = n1 i=1 vi .
Lemma 30. For any segment pq,
(i) maxni=1 dF (Zi , pq) ≥ dF (u∗ v ∗ , pq); and
(ii) maxni=1 dF (Zi , pq) ≥

1
2

maxni=1 dF (Zi , u∗ v ∗ );

Proof. (i) First, note that the matching between curves for the Fréchet distance must match
the start and end vertices to each-other, so dF (Zi , pq) ≥ max(kui − pk, kvi − qk) for all i. So,
maxni=1 dF (Zi , pq) ≥ maxni=1 max(kui − pk, kvi − qk) ≥ max(maxni=1 kui − pk, maxni=1 kvi − pk).
Note that maxni=1 kui − pk ≥ ku∗ − pk, since
n

ku∗ − pk = k

n

n

1X
1X
1X n
n
(ui − p)k ≤
kui − pk ≤
max kuj − pk = max kui − pk,
i=1
n i=1
n i=1
n i=1 j=1

using the triangle inequality for k · k. Analogously, maxni=1 kvi − qk ≥ kv ∗ − qk. This means
maxni=1 dF (Zi , pq) ≥ max(maxni=1 kui −pk, maxni=1 kvi −pk) ≥ max(ku∗ −pk, kv ∗ −qk) = dF (u∗ v ∗ , pq).
(ii) Using the triangle inequality over dF and (i), we get
n

n

n

i=1

i=1

i=1

max dF (Zi , u∗ v ∗ ) ≤ max dF (Zi , pq) + dF (pq, u∗ v ∗ ) ≤ 2 max dF (Zi , pq).
This lemma shows that the segment u∗ v ∗ already gives a 2-approximation to the (1, 2)-center
problem. To obtain an 1 + ε-approximation, we construct grids around the points u∗ and v ∗ as
in Chapter 4.2.2 from [15] and exhaustively test all segments with endpoints in these grids. In
particular, we use the following lemma:
Lemma 31. Given a point u√∈ Rd and parameters 0 < ρ ≤ 1 and α > 0. Then we can compute
a grid G(u) centred at u of (d 2ρd e + 1)d vertices such that for each point p with kp − uk ≤ α, there
exists a vertex p0 in G(u) such that kp0 − pk ≤ ρα.
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u∗
p∗

v∗

L

q∗

Figure 4.1: The grids around the points u∗ and v ∗ contain the the vertices of an optimal segment
center p∗ q ∗ under the Fréchet distance for the input curves (dashed).
Proof. We construct an axis-parallel d-dimensional hypercube centred at u and of side length α.
2ρ
We then divide this hypercube into smaller hypercubes of side length √
α. The grid G(u) is the
d
√

set of all vertices of these smaller hypercubes. Since each side of the hypercube is divided in d 2ρd e
√

portions, the total number of vertices is (d 2ρd e + 1)d .
Let p be a point such that kp − uk ≤ α. Then p lies in the interior of C, one of the small
hypercubes. Let p0 be the vertex of C that is closest to p. Then, we have
√
d 2ρ
diam(C)
≤
· √ α = ρα.
kp − p k ≤
2
2
d
0

Algorithm: Given Z1 , . . . , Zn with at most m vertices each, first compute the points u∗ and
v as defined above. Then, compute L = maxni=1 dF (Zi , u∗ v ∗ ) and compute the grids G(u∗ )
and G(v ∗ ) with parameters ρ = ε/2 and α = L, as in Lemma 31 (See Figure 4.1). Compute
maxni=1 dF (Zi , pq) for every pair (p, q) ∈ G(u∗ ) × G(v ∗ ) =: D and return a pair p0 , q 0 such that
maxni=1 dF (Zi , p0 q 0 ) = min(p,q)∈D maxni=1 dF (Zi , pq).
∗

Theorem 32. Given n input curves in Rd , each of complexity at most m, and some 0 < ε ≤ 1,
we can compute an (1 + ε)-approximation to the (1, 2)-center problem for the continuous Fréchet
distance in O(C 2 nm log m) time, with C = ( √εd )−d .
Proof. Running time: Computing u∗ and v ∗ can be done in O(n) time. We can compute the
Fréchet distance between a segment and a curve with m vertices in O(m log m) time and compute
this n times for all O(((b √εd c + 1)−d )2 ) = O(C 2 ) pairs in the grid. In total, the running time is
O(C 2 nm log m).
Approximation factor: Call the value returned by the algorithm ∆. Let p∗ , q ∗ be a pair that
optimizes min(p,q)∈Rd maxni=1 dF (Zi , pq). We claim that ∆ ≤ (1 + ε) maxni=1 dF (p∗ q ∗ , Zi ). Let
R = max(kp∗ − u∗ k, kq ∗ − v ∗ k). We consider two cases: either (i) R > L, or (ii) R ≤ L.
In case (i), dF (p∗ q ∗ , u∗ v ∗ ) = R > L = maxni=1 dF (Zi , u∗ v ∗ ) ≥ ∆ so with Lemma 30(i), we get
∆ ≤ maxni=1 dF (Zi , p∗ q ∗ ).
In case (ii), both kp∗ − u∗ k and kq ∗ − v ∗ k are less than L, so by Lemma 31, there exists points
0 0
p , q in the grids such that kp∗ − p0 k ≤ (ε/2)L and kq ∗ − q 0 k ≤ (ε/2)L. So,
dF (p∗ q ∗ , p0 q 0 ) = max(kp∗ − q 0 k, kq ∗ − q 0 k) ≤ (ε/2)L,
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and using Lemma 30 (ii), we get dF (p∗ q ∗ , p0 q 0 ) ≤ ε maxni=1 dF (Zi , p∗ q ∗ ). Finally, using the triangle
inequality, we get
n

n

n

i=1

i=1

i=1

∆ ≤ max dF (Zi , p0 q 0 ) ≤ max dF (Zi , p∗ q ∗ ) + dF (p∗ q ∗ , p0 q 0 ) ≤ (1 + ε) max dF (Zi , p∗ q ∗ ).

4.2

Approximating (k, `)-center for the discrete Fréchet distance

In this section, we will use the idea from Section 4.1 of creating an approximation by constructing
grids as in Lemma 31 around suitable points to get a (1 + ε)-approximation for any ε > 0 to the
(k, l)-center problem for the discrete Fréchet distance in O(mn log(m)) for any fixed k, l ∈ N.
Algorithm: Given input curves Z1 , Z2 , . . . , Zn of complexity at most m each, we first compute
a set C := C1 , C2 , . . . , Ck of k curves that forms a 3-approximation for the (k, `)-center problem
on the input curves, using the algorithm from the paper [12]: First select an arbitrary input curve
Z, compute an `-simplification Z̄ of that curve, and add the curve to C. Then, repeatedly select
an input curve Z that has the largest discrete Fréchet distance to all curves in C, compute an
`-simplification Z̄ of that curve, and it to C until there are k curves in C. See the paper [12] for
a more detailed description. Call the cost of the 3-approximation ∆ (i.e. the maximum discrete
Fréchet distance from an input curve to the nearest curve in C) and let X be the set of vertices of
the curves in C.
For each vertex x ∈ X, compute a grid G(x) with the properties from
S Lemma 31 with parameters ρ = ε/6 and α = 2∆. Call the union of all grid points U , i.e. U = x∈X G(x). Iterate over
all sets C 0 of k curves of complexity l with vertices in U (including repetitions) and return set of
curves with the minimum cost.
This algorithm yields an (1 + ε)-approximation.
Theorem 33. Given n input curves in Rd , each of complexity at most m, and positive integers
k, ` and some 0 < ε ≤ 1, we can compute an (1 + ε)-approximation to the (k, `)-center problem
 √ d

for the discrete Fréchet distance in O ((Ck`)k` + log(` + m)) · k` · mn time, with C = 6 ε d .
Proof. Running time: Computing the initial 3-approximation can be done in O(kn · `m log(` +
 √ d
P
m)) time [12]. Note that |U | = x∈X |G(x)| = |X| · 6 ε d
= C · k`. We iterate over |U |k`
candidate solutions and for each of the n input curves, compute the discrete Fréchet distance of
that curve and all k curves in the candidate
solution in O(`m). So, in total, the algorithm takes

O ((Ck`)k` + log(` + m)) · k` · mn time.
Approximation factor: Let C ∗ be an optimal solution to the (k, `)-center problem that achieves
the cost O and let p be a vertex of a curve in C ∗ . We can assume that each curve in C ∗ has at
least one input curve in its cluster, since we can replace those an unused curves in C ∗ with an
input curve without increasing the cost. Since p lies on a curve with discrete Fréchet distance
at most O to all input curves in its cluster, there exists a vertex q on an input curve such that
kp − qk ≤ O ≤ ∆. Since the vertices in X lie on curves with discrete Fréchet distance at most ∆
to the input curves, there exists a vertex x ∈ X such that kq − xk ≤ ∆. So, using the triangle
inequality, kp − xk ≤ kp − qk + kq − xk ≤ 2∆. This means that p lies within a cell of the grid
G(x), so by Lemma 31, there exists a grid-point p0 such that kp − p0 k ≤ (ε/3)∆ ≤ εO, where the
latter inequality holds since ∆ is the cost of a 3-approximation.
Therefore, there exists a set C 0 of k curves of complexity ` with vertices in U such that for
any C ∈ C ∗ , there is a curve C 0 ∈ C 0 with ddF (C, C 0 ) ≤ εO. This means that for any input curve
Z that lies in the cluster with center C ∈ C ∗ , there exists a C 0 ∈ C ∗ such that ddF (Z, C 0 ) ≤
ddF (Z, C) + ddF (C, C 0 ) ≤ O + εO = (1 + ε)O. Since the algorithm has considered the set C 0 as a
candidate solution, the algorithm indeed gives an (1 + ε)-approximation.
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4.3

Computing (k, `)-center for discrete Fréchet distance in
2D

In this section, we give an algorithm that solves the decision version of the (k, `)-center problem for
the discrete Fréchet distance in 2D in polynomial time for fixed `. So, we consider the following
problem: Given a set of n curves G in the plane with at most m vertices each and a positive
real number r, does there exist a set of k center curves C with at most ` vertices each such that
minc∈C ddF (c, g) ≤ r for all g ∈ G?
The main idea of the algorithm is based on the following observation: minc∈C ddF (c, g) ≤ r for
all g ∈ G if and only if each vertex p of a curve in C lies in the intersection of the disks of radius
r around all vertices q from curves in G that p is matched with. Furthermore, it does not matter
where the vertex p lies within the intersection region. This means we can select a vertex for each
maximal overlapping region (i.e. each region such that the set of disks intersecting the region is
not contained in another region) and exhaustively test all sets with k curves of ` vertices that can
be constructed by using only the selected vertices to determine if there exists a set of curves C
such that minc∈C ddF (c, g) ≤ r for all g ∈ G.
Algorithm: Let C be the set of all vertices in G. Construct the planar graph G = (V, E), where
V is the set of all intersection points boundaries of disks centered around a vertex in C with radius
r and E is the set of arcs on the boundary of those disks determined by two intersection points.
This graph has O((nm)2 ) vertices and arcs and can be computed in O((nm)2 ) time [14]. (We
add a vertex at the top and bottom of each disk, so that each disk boundary consists of at least
two arcs. See [14] for more details on this construction. ) We will store the vertices to base the
center curve on in the list S. First, for each pair of disks, if (the boundary of) the disks intersect
in exactly one point, then add this point to S and mark the vertex in G. Next, we will find the
maximal intersection regions of G that are larger than a single point. Call an arc on the boundary
of a face convex for that face if the disk the arc lies on contains the face. Note that a face f in
G is a maximal intersection region if and only if the arcs on the boundary of f are convex with
respect to f and the boundary contains no marked vertices.
Then, for each unmarked arc a in E, traverse the boundary of the face f for which a is convex
and mark all arcs for f on this boundary. If all arcs on the boundary of f are convex and the
boundary contains no marked vertices, then add a vertex in f to S. Then repeat this until all arcs
in E are marked.
Finally, for each set of k curves C of length ` with vertices in S, test whether minc∈C ddF (c, g) ≤
r for all g ∈ G. If we have such a set of curves, return yes, otherwise return no.
Running time Since |C| ≤ n, constructing the graph G takes O((nm)2 ) time. Finding all disks
that intersect in exactly one point and traversing all O((nm)2 ) edges can be done in O((nm)2 )
time. The number of intersection regions in G is at most (nm)2 − (nm) + 2. This can be shown
by induction. Since the boundary of each face consists of at least two unique sides of arcs,
there are O((nm)2 ) faces in G, so |S| ≤ (nm)2 . The discrete Fréchet distance between a curve
g ∈ G and c ∈ C can be computed in O(m`). So, testing all |S|k` sets of center curves takes
O(|S|k` knm`) = O((nm)2k` k`m) time.
In total, we get the following result.
Theorem 34. Given a set of n curves G in the plane with at most m vertices each and a positive
real number r, we can find a set of k center curves C with at most ` vertices each such that
minc∈C ddF (c, g) ≤ r for all g ∈ G or determines that such a set of curves does not exist in
O((nm)2k` k`mn) time.
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f2

f1

v

f11
f4

f3

f10

f6
f9

f8

f7
f5

Figure 4.2: An example configuration of G = (V, E). Crosses indicate the vertices from the curves
in G, dots indicate vertices from V and all bounded faces are numbered. The maximal intersection
regions are the faces f1 and f9 and the vertex v (in red). Note that while all arcs on the boundary
of f2 are convex for that face, f2 is not maximal, since its boundary intersects the boundary of f3
only at vertex v.

4.4

Computing (1, `)-center for DTW in 1D

In this section, we give an exact algorithm to solve the Steiner problem with the center restricted
to ` vertices for the DTW measure for curves in 1D. Note that for 2D and higher dimensions we
are unlikely to solve this problem exactly, even for ` = 1, since the single vertex curves are an
instance of the Fermat-Weber problem.
The algorithm is as follows: Given a set of curves G with vertices in R, let S be the list of all
distinct vertices on those curves. IterateP
over all possible curves c of length at most ` that use the
vertices from S, compute the distance g∈G DTW(g, c) and return the curve c that minimizes
that distance.
∗
∗
∗
To see that
P this algorithm provides the optimal center curve, suppose the curve c = hc1 , . . . , ck i
minimizes g∈G DTW(g, c∗ ) out of all possible 1D curves of length `. Fix some DTW-alignments
that attain this minimum. Define C(g, i) as the set of vertices in g that are aligned with the vertex
P
P
Pk P
c∗i in c∗ . By definition of the DTW measure, g∈G DTW(g, c∗ ) = g∈G i=1 v∈C(g,i) |c∗i −v| =
Pk P
∗
containing the vertices from C(g, i) for all g ∈ G.
i=1
v∈C(i) |ci − v|, where C(i) is the multiset
P
This means that each vertex c∗i must optimize v∈C(i) |c∗i − v|. This optimum is attained by the
median of C(i). Note that in case this median is not a data point in C(i) and lies in between two
data points, both of these points attain the optimum. So, for all i either we can choose c∗i such
that c∗i ∈ C(i) ⊂ S. This means that it is sufficient to restrict the search to curves with vertices
in S and the algorithm indeed finds an optimal solution.
Since we can compute the DTW measure of two curves of size m and ` in O(`m) and there
are O(|S|` ) distinct curves with at most ` vertices from S, this algorithm takes O(|S|` `mn) =
O((mn)` mn`) time.
Theorem 35. Given a set of n 1D curves G with at most m vertices each, we can find a center
curve c with at most ` vertices that minimizes the average-DTW cost for G in O((nm)` nm`) time.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions
In this thesis, we have considered the algorithmic problems of computing an optimal k-center
for the (discrete) Fréchet distance and k-median for the (squared) DTW distance. As we have
shown, these problems are all intractable, even when k = 1 (assuming P 6= NP). For the kcenter problem, even improving an approximation algorithm beyond the basic 2-approximation
turns out to be intractable.
These results highlight that obtaining practical algorithms to clustering curves is significantly
harder than for clustering points, where the 1-center can be computed in linear time in the
number of points for fixed dimension [31], although the dependence on the dimension is exponential. In particular, attacking the k-center and k-median problems directly is unlikely to work.
So, to nevertheless obtain practical algorithms with theoretical guarantees for these problems, a
reasonable direction is to investigate variants of these problems.
In this direction lie the versions where we constrain the complexity of the center to `. The
algorithms that exactly solve or give an arbitrarily close approximation to the (1, `) version of
some problems from Chapter 5 are a first step in that direction. Some of those algorithms are
exponential in `. It may not be possible to remove the exponential dependence on `, but it may
be possible to at least have algorithms that are fixed parameter tractable in `. It would also be
interesting to see if these results can be extended for k > 1, to help with the general clustering
task.
Another variant, which we have mostly ignored in this thesis, is to consider algorithms that
work well when the input is limited to some natural class of curves. In particular, this could be a
reasonable approach to approximation algorithms for clustering under the DTW distance, where
the lack of a triangle inequality complicates matters. Limiting to certain natural curve classes
such as in [2] could lead reasonable approximations in clustering with DTW.
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